
The American Gift Fund (AGF) was established in 1998 to provide donors 
with a flexible charitable gifting option – a Donor Advised Fund (DAF). 
DAFs are the fastest-growing charitable giving vehicle in America.
All contributions to a DAF are unconditional and irrevocable.

AMERICAN GIFT FUND
CONTRIBUTION BENEFITS

Donors can contribute publicly traded 
appreciated securities and reap a win-win-win 
tax benefit. Donors have the potential to avoid 

capital gains tax by contributing securities 
in-kind and receiving an immediate fair market 

value (FMV) deduction for the gift(s) on the 
date that AGF receives the asset(s). All 

contributions to AGF are no longer considered 
to be owned or part of the donor's estate.

Donors can contribute complex assets, such 
as real estate and business interests, that are 
tax deductible and treated similarly to other 
appreciated assets. Donors who contribute 

these unique assets to their DAF may receive 
a FMV deduction and avoid capital gains tax, 

whereas, contributions of real estate or private 
stock to a private foundation may only provide 

the donor a cost-basis deduction. 

Donors may receive an immediate and 
current-year charitable income tax-

deduction when they contribute assets to 
their DAF, even if they do not recommend 
any grants to their favorite charities within 

the current-year.

DAFs have the ability to accept gifts from 
private foundations and other DAF sponsoring 

organizations. Donors can transfer their 
existing DAFs to The American Gift Fund 

seamlessly and utilize AGF's preferred online 
platform and services.

DAFs allow for additional parties other 
than the donor advisors named on the 
DAF account to contribute assets. Any 
additional donor will receive the same 
immediate tax deduction that named 

donors on the DAF would receive from 
contributing assets to their own DAF. Other 

donors can be corporations, foundations, 
trusts, estates, and other individuals.

Contributions to DAFs are simplistic. 
The contribution funding timeline varies, 

being as quick as same day in some 
cases. Please note the financial advisor is 
responsible for sending AGF the assets.

Donors can itemize their charitable 
donations. Donors can ‘bunch’ their 

charitable contributions in one tax year; thus, 
allowing them to itemize larger one-time 

gifts to their DAF. Donors in that year could 
itemize their deductions and, in future years, 

take the standard deduction since they’ve 
pre-funded, or 'bunched', a few years of 

giving though the use of a DAF.

Donors will receive one contribution 
tax receipt provided by AGF instead of 

collecting tax receipts from each individual 
charity during tax season. A copy of every 

contribution tax receipt is stored and is 
accessible online for your convenience.
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We're here to help. Contact us at:
agfteam@giftfund.org

americangiftfund@cnb.com

800-441-7698, option 2

The American Gift Fund (AGF) is an independent 501(c)(3) public 
charity sponsoring a Donor Advised Fund program. Donors make 
irrevocable charitable contributions to AGF while maintaining the right 
to recommend grants to qualified organizations. AGF as a matter of 
policy, does not give tax, accounting, regulatory or legal advice. Rules 
in the areas of law, tax, and accounting are subject to change and 
open to varying interpretations. You should consult with your other 
advisors on the tax, accounting, and legal implications of actions you 
may take based on any strategies presented considering your own 
circumstances. Additional information may be found at: giftfund.org
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CONTRIBUTION 
CASE STUDY

...In the current year, the Lito Family realized a spike 
in income due to Susan’s retirement payout from 
being a long-term nurse, as well as, Robert's ongoing 
company awards and options that continue to vest as 
he approaches retirement. 
 
The Lito Family had invested well throughout their 
careers, and Robert was still planning to work for 
another two years. The Lito's traditionally give 
small cash donations; therefore, they usually take a 
standard deduction on their tax returns and fail to 
benefit from additional tax advantages. 
 
The Lito's wealth advisor and accountant informed 
the Lito Family that they are financially capable of 
donating more to their favorite charities and in return 
will receive favorable tax benefits. By strategically 
structuring the Lito's philanthropic plans they will be 
able to start itemizing deductions, rather than taking 
the standard deduction. The Lito's team of advisors 
recommended that they 'bunch' their charitable 
deductions in one year by taking a larger one-time 
itemized deduction and re-accessing in in future 
years. In order to accomplish their goals, the Lito's 
wealth advisor recommended that they establish a 
Donor Advised Fund with The American Gift Fund. 
 
The Lito's goal is to be able to give $20,000 to 
charitable organizations on an annual basis over 
the next five years.  
 

After further discussions, the Lito's wealth advisor 
and accountant recommended they contribute an 
initial gift of $100,000 to seed-fund the next five 
years of donations. 
 
With the help of The American Gift Fund Team and 
the Lito's team of advisors, the Lito's were able to 
open and fund their Donor Advised Fund within 2 
days. The Lito's contributed $100,000 in long-term 
appreciated Apple stock. 
 
The Lito's contribution to their Donor Advised 
Fund, which they named the 'Lito Family Charitable 
Fund', provided them an immediate tax deduction 
and minimized the additional tax they owed due to 
Susan's retirement and Robert's vested options.  
 
The Lito's also avoided capital gains taxes by 
gifting appreciated assets in-kind, which further 
maximized funds available for gifting. Another benefit 
the Lito Family received was the ability to reduce 
their taxable income by itemizing their charitable 
deductions. 

The Lito Family was thrilled with The American Gift 
Fund account opening and contribution process, as 
well as, the overall tax e�cient benefits associated 
with Donor Advised Funds. The Lito's plan to meet 
with their wealth advisor and The American Gift Fund 
Team to discuss contributing long-term private illiquid 
holdings and real estate.

Susan and Robert Lito met with their wealth 
advisor and accountant to do some year-end 
tax planning and plan for the next few years 
leading up to Robert’s retirement...


